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purpose, and usage of these curious artefacts of culture. Written by
experts in the field, chapters discuss languages from Esperanto to
Klingon and uncover the motives behind their creation, and the outcomes
of their existence. Introduction by Michael Adams Linking all invented
languages, Michael Adams explains how creating a language is
intimidating work; no one would attempt to invent one unless driven by a
serious purpose or aspiration. He explains how the origin and
development of each invented language illustrates inventors' and users'
dissatisfaction with the language(s) already available to them, and how
each invented language expresses one or more of a wide range of
purposes and aspirations: political, social, aesthetic, intellectual, and
technological. Chapter 1: International Auxiliary Languages by Arden
Smith From the mythical Language of Adam to Esperanto and Solrésol,
this chapter looks at the history, linguistics, and significance of
international or universal languages (including sign languages). Chapter
2: Invented Vocabularies: Newspeak and Nadsat by Howard Jackson
Looking at the invented vocabularies of science fiction, for example
1984's 'Newspeak' and Clockwork Orange's 'Nadsat', this chapter
discusses the feasibility of such vocabularies, the plausibility of such
lexical change, and the validity of the Sapir-Whorfian echoes heard in
such literary experiments. Chapter 3: 'Oirish' Inventions: James Joyce,
Samuel Beckett, Paul Muldoon by Stephen Watt This chapter looks at
literary inventions of another kind, nonsense and semi-nonsense
languages, including those used in the works of James Joyce and Samuel
Beckett. Chapter 4: Tolkien's Invented Languages by Edmund Weiner
Focussing on the work of the accomplished philologist J.R.R. Tolkien, the
fifteen languages he created are considered in the context of invented
languages of other kinds. Chapter 5: Klingon and other Science Fiction
Languages by Marc Okrand, Judith Hendriks-Hermans, and Sjaak Kroon
Klingon is the most fully developed of fictional languages (besides
Tolkien's). Used by many, this chapter explores the speech community of
'Trekkies', alongside other science fiction vocabularies. Chapter 6:
Logical Languages by Michael Adams This chapter introduces conlangs,
'constructed languages'. For example, Láaden, created to express
feminine experience better than 'patriarchal' languages. Chapter 7:
Gaming Languages and Language Games by James Portnow Languages
and games are both fundamentally interactive, based on the adoption of
arbitrary sign systems, and come with a set of formal rules which can be
manipulated to express different outcomes. This being one of the drivers
for the popularity of invented languages within the gaming community,
James Portnow looks at several gaming languages and language games,
such as Gargish, D'ni, Simlish, and Logos. Chapter 8: Revitalized
Languages as Invented Languages by Suzanne Romaine The final
chapter looks at language continuation, renewal, revival, and
resurrection - in the cases of Gaelic, Welsh, Cornish, and Breton - as well
as language regulation.
The Study of Shi'i Islam - Gurdofarid Miskinzoda 2014-01-08
Shi'i Islam, with its rich and extensive history, has played a crucial role
in the evolution of Islam as both a major world religion and civilization.
The prolific achievements of Shi?i theologians, philosophers and others
are testament to the spiritual and intellectual wealth of this community.
Yet Shi?i studies has unjustly remained a long-neglected field, despite
the important contribution that Shi'ism has made to Islamic traditions.
Only in recent decades, partially spurred by global interest in political
events of the Middle East, have scholars made some significant
contributions in this area. The Study of Shi'i Islam presents papers
originally delivered at the first international colloquium dedicated
exclusively to Shi'i studies, held in 2010 at The Institute of Ismaili
Studies, London. Within the book are eight sections, namely, history, the
Qur'an and its Shi'i interpretations, hadith, law, authority, theology, rites
and rituals, and intellectual traditions and philosophy. Each section
begins with an introduction contextualizing the aspects of studying Shi'i
Islam particular to its theme, before going on to address topics such as
the state of the field, methodology and tools, and the primary issues with

The New Untouchables - Nigel Harris 1995-12-31
Nigel Harris's ground-breaking book examines migration as a response
to changes in the world economy. He shows that, despite tighter
controls, increasing numbers of workers are moving, whether legally or
not, between countries. Unskilled immigrant workers play a vital role in
improving standards of living in the developed world. And in turn the
countries from which they have come benefit in a major way from the
earnings sent back home. Arguing that few of the fears about
immigration are justified, and that increased immigration tends to mean
that jobs and incomes expand, Harris shows why governments will have
to ensure the freedom of people to come and go as they choose.
Visual Style and Constructing Identity in the Hellenistic World M. J. Versluys 2017-06-29
A new interpretation of Nemrud Dağ, a key Hellenistic monument which
encompasses both Greek and Persian elements.
The Poldi Pezzoli Museum - 2015
The Voyage of Magellan - Antonio Pigafetta 1969
South Asian History, 1750-1950 - Margaret H. Case 2015-12-08
This is a major bibliographic research guide designed to assist scholars
of South Asian history (India, Pakistan, and Nepal) in finding materials
relevant to their research. It offers an annotated and indexed list of over
5,000 articles from 351 periodicals and 26 books of collected essays and
encyclopedias. It lists 341 English and bilingual English-vernacular
newspapers, and 251 vernacular papers published in South Asia, all with
pertinent information. It also provides an extensive unified list of
dissertations for degrees in modern South Asian history from South
Asian, European, and American universities. About 3,100 of the entries
are annotated. Originally published in 1968. The Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make
available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of
these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Leila - Antonio Fogazzaro 1911
Travels to Tana and Persia, by Josafa Barbaro and Ambrogio Contarini William Thomas 2017-05-15
Translated from the Italian by William Thomas, Clerk of the Council to
Edward VI, and by S. A. Roy, Esq., and Edited, with an Introduction, by
Lord Stanley of Alderley. Originally bound together with 49b but
separately paginated. This is a new print-on-demand hardback edition of
the volume first published in 1873.
The Wiley Blackwell Companion to Zoroastrianism - Michael Stausberg
2015-06-22
This is the first ever comprehensive English-language survey of
Zoroastrianism, one of the oldest living religions Evenly divided into five
thematic sections beginning with an introduction to
Zoroaster/Zarathustra and concluding with the intersections of
Zoroastrianism and other religions Reflects the global nature of
Zoroastrian studies with contributions from 34 international authorities
from 10 countries Presents Zoroastrianism as a cluster of dynamic
historical and contextualized phenomena, reflecting the current trend to
move away from textual essentialism in the study of religion
A Narrative of Italian Travels in Persia, in the Fifteenth and
Sixteen Centuries - Charles Grey 1873
From Elvish to Klingon - Michael Adams 2011-10-27
How are languages invented? Why are they invented? Who uses them?
What are the cultural effects of invented languages? This fascinating
book looks at all manner of invented languages and explores the origins,
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which contemporary scholars of Shi'i studies are dealing. The scope and
depth here covered makes this book of especial interest to researchers
and students alike within the field of Islamic studies. The volume benefits
from the diverse expertise of nearly 30 world-class scholars, including
Mohammad-Ali Amir-Moezzi, Meir M. Bar-Asher, Farhad Daftary, Daniel
De Smet, Gerald R. Hawting, Nader El-Bizri, Etan Kohlberg, Wilferd
Madelung, Andrew Newman, Ismail K. Poonawala, Sabine Schmidtke and
Paul E. Walker.
Courts and Elites in the Hellenistic Empires - Strootman Rolf Strootman
2020-07-13
Rolf Strootman brings together various aspects of court culture in the
Macedonian empires of the post-Achaemenid Near East. During the
Hellenistic Period (c. 330-30 BCE), Alexander the Great and his
successors reshaped their Persian and Greco-Macedonian legacies to
create a new kind of rulership that was neither 'western' nor 'eastern'
and would profoundly influence the later development of court culture
and monarchy in both the Roman West and Iranian East.Drawing on the
socio-political models of Norbert Elias and Charles Tilly, After the
Achaemenids shows how the Hellenistic dynastic courts were
instrumental in the integration of local elites in the empires, and the
(re)distribution of power, wealth, and status. It analyses the competition
among courtiers for royal favour and the, not always successful, attempts
of the Hellenistic rulers to use these struggles to their own advantage.It
demonstrates the interrelationships of the three competing 'Hellenistic'
empires of the Seleukids, Antigonids and Ptolemies, casts new light on
the phenomenon of Hellenistic Kingship by approaching it from the angle
of the court and covers topics such as palace architecture, royal women,
court ceremonial, and coronation ritual.
The Art of Language Invention - David J. Peterson 2015-09-29
From language creator David J. Peterson comes a creative gui de to
language constructio, offering an overview of language creation,
covering its history from Tolkien's creations and Klingon to today's
thriving global community of conlangers. He provides the essential tools
necessary for inventing and evolving new languages, using examples
from a variety of languages including his own creations.
Religion after Religion - Steven M. Wasserstrom 1999-11-15
By the end of World War II, religion appeared to be on the decline
throughout the United States and Europe. Recent world events had cast
doubt on the relevance of religious belief, and modernizing trends made
religious rituals look out of place. It was in this atmosphere that the
careers of Scholem, Eliade, and Corbin--the twentieth century's
legendary scholars in the respective fields of Judaism, History of
Religions, and Islam--converged and ultimately revolutionized how
people thought about religion. Between 1949 and 1978, all three
lectured to Carl Jung's famous Eranos circle in Ascona, Switzerland,
where each in his own way came to identify the symbolism of mystical
experience as a central element of his monotheistic tradition. In this, the
first book ever to compare the paths taken by these thinkers, Steven
Wasserstrom explores how they overturned traditional approaches to
studying religion by de-emphasizing law, ritual, and social history and by
extolling the role of myth and mysticism. The most controversial aspect
of their theory of religion, Wasserstrom argues, is that it minimized the
binding character of moral law associated with monotheism. The author
focuses on the lectures delivered by Scholem, Eliade, and Corbin to the
Eranos participants, but also shows how these scholars generated
broader interest in their ideas through radio talks, poetry, novels, short
stories, autobiographies, and interviews. He analyzes their conception of
religion from a broadly integrated, comparative perspective, sets their
distinctive thinking into historical and intellectual context, and interprets
the striking success of their approaches.
The Armenians - Adriano Alpago Novello 1986
Briefly traces the history of the Armenian people, looks at their art and
architecture, and discusses their social structure, religion, language, and
culture
Tolkien Studies - 2009

generally optimistic about the outcome.
Society and Culture in the Early Modern Middle East - Andrew J.
Newman 2003-01-01
The volume comprises a collection of 20 of the 43 papers presented at
the Third International Round Table on Safavid Persia, held at the
University of Edinburgh in August, 1998 and edited by the Round Table's
organiser. The Third Round Table, the largest of the series to date,
continued the emphasis of its predecessors on understanding and
appreciating the legacy of the Safavid period by means of exchanges
between both established and 'newer' scholars drawn from a variety of
fields to facilitate an exchange of ideas, information, and methodologies
across a broad range of academic disciplines between scholars from
diverse disciplines and research backgrounds with a common interest in
the history and culture of this period of Iran's history.
Etudes safavides - Jean Calmard 1993
Current Research in Sasanian Archaeology, Art and History - Iran
Heritage Foundation 2008
Organized by the Centre for Iranian Studies, IMEIS and the Department
of Archaeology of Durham University. Sponsored by the Iran Heritage
Foundation with additional support from the British Academy and the
British Council (Tehran) The Iran Heritage Foundation
In Honor of Fadime - Unni Wikan 2021-09-06
In 2002 young Fadime Sahindal was brutally murdered by her own
father. She belonged to a family of Kurdish immigrants who had lived in
Sweden for almost two decades. But Fadime’s relationship with a man
outside of their community had deeply dishonored her family, and only
her death could remove the stain. This abhorrent crime shocked the
world, and her name soon became a rallying cry in the struggle to
combat so-called honor killings. Unni Wikan narrates Fadime’s
heartbreaking story through her own eloquent words, along with the
testimonies of her father, mother, and two sisters. What unfolds is a tale
of courage and betrayal, loyalty and love, power and humiliation, and a
nearly unfathomable clash of cultures. Despite enduring years of threats
over her emancipated life, Fadime advocated compassion for her killer to
the end, believing him to be trapped by an unyielding code of honor.
Wikan puts this shocking event in context by analyzing similar honor
killings throughout Europe, Canada, and the United States. She also
examines the concept of honor in historical and cross-cultural depth,
concluding that Islam itself is not to blame—indeed, honor killings occur
across religious and ethnic traditions—but rather the way that many
cultures have resolutely linked honor with violence. In Honor of Fadime
holds profound and timely insights into conservative Kurdish culture, but
ultimately the heart of this powerful book is Fadime’s courageous and
tragic story—and Wikan’s telling of it is riveting.
The Other Shiites - Alessandro Monsutti 2007
Shia Islam is a central issue in contemporary politics. Often associated
with Iran, Shiite communities actually exist in many Islamic countries.
Focusing on the «other Shiites» outside Iran, this book offers a survey of
their diversity and multiplicity in the last two centuries. The
contributions cover three major topics. The first part deals with the
relationship of Shia minorities to the Sunni regimes. Secondly the public
affirmation of their identities through specific rituals and social attitudes
is analysed. Finally, the third part of this volume examines the
strengthening of these identities through traditional religious rituals and
cultural performances, or through the re-interpretation and adaptation of
these to present-day life. Coming from various academic backgrounds,
the authors have used different methodologies and have been engaged in
field-work.
Illustrated Dictionary of Esperanto - Gaston Waringhien 1981-01-01
Answering Only to God - Geneive Abdo 2003
Describes the internal power struggle between conservative and reform
Islamic elements in Iran and the resulting destablization of the country.
Handbook of Medieval Studies - Albrecht Classen 2011-01-01
This interdisciplinary handbook provides extensive information about
research in medieval studies and its most important results over the last
decades. The handbook is a reference work which enables the readers to
quickly and purposely gain insight into the important research
discussions and to inform themselves about the current status of
research in the field. The handbook consists of four parts. The first, large
section offers articles on all of the main disciplines and discussions of the
field. The second section presents articles on the key concepts of modern
medieval studies and the debates therein. The third section is a lexicon of
the most important text genres of the Middle Ages. The fourth section

Towards a European Islam - J. Nielsen 1999-08-04
An excellent exploration of Islam in Western Europe has developed from
early immigration and settlement to the point where a native generation
is developing ways of being European and Muslim. England is given
special attention as a case study, but as the discussion moves into the
present and the future, reference is made to all of western Europe.
Factors in this process not only arise from the Muslim communities
themselves but also from the inherited structures of European society
and state. Although the issues are complex and tense, the author is
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provides an international bio-bibliographical lexicon of the most
prominent medievalists in all disciplines. A comprehensive bibliography
rounds off the compendium. The result is a reference work which
exhaustively documents the current status of research in medieval
studies and brings the disciplines and experts of the field together.
Bibliotheca Arabico-hispana ... - Julián Ribera 1891

contributors to this in-depth investigation present research that reveals
the obscure origins of Islam in a completely new light.
The Journey of Maps and Images on the Silk Road - Philippe Forêt
2008-11-30
Drawing on evidence from the many civilizations that shared the Silk
Road, this book examines specific cases of the mobility of maps and
images through the centuries.
The Cambridge Companion to the Irish Novel - John Wilson Foster
2006-12-14
This is the perfect overview of the Irish novel from the seventeenth
century to the present day.
Mission to the Lord Sophy of Persia (1539-1542) - Michele Membré
1999
English translation with introduction and notes of the account by the
Venetian Michele Membre of a visit to the Safavid court, written in the
16th century.
Constructive Adpositional Grammars - Marco Benini 2011-05-25
This book presents a new paradigm of natural language grammar
analysis, based on adposition as the key concept, considered a general
connection between two morphemes – or group of morphemes. The
adpositional paradigm considers the morpheme as the basic unit to
represent morphosyntax, taken as a whole, in terms of constructions,
while semantics and pragmatics are treated accordingly. All linguistic
observations within the book can be described through the methods and
tools of Constructive Mathematics, so that the modelling becomes
formally feasible. A full description in category-theoretic terms of the
formal model is provided in the Appendix. A lot of examples taken from
natural languages belonging to different typological areas are offered
throughout the volume, in order to explain and validate the modeling –
with special attention given to ergativity. Finally, a first real-world
application of the paradigm is given, i.e., conversational analysis of the
transcript of therapeutic settings in terms of constructive speech acts.
The main goal of this book is to broaden the scope of Linguistics by
including Constructive Mathematics in order to deal with known topics
such as grammaticalization, children’s speech, language comparison,
dependency and valency from a different perspective. It primarily
concerns advanced students and researchers in the field of Theoretical
and Mathematical Linguistics but the audience can also include scholars
interested in applications of Topos Theory in Linguistics.
Ancient Iran - Howard Daryaee 2017-05-28
One of the most influential civilizations in antiquity was that of the
Iranian world. The disparate peoples of ancient Iran were remarkable in
that their imperial histories proved to be of enduring significance not
only for the region from the Oxus to the Euphrates, but also for the
Eurasian sphere, and briefly even for that of north Africa. Iran is often
encountered through the prism of the classical and biblical worlds,
where Cyrus and Darius the Great loom large as rulers of many lands
and peoples. However, as Touraj Daryaee shows, neither these great
kings, nor Xerxes' military expeditions to Greece, nor Sasanian
encounters with the Romans centuries later, are the sum total of ancient
Iran. Rather than focusing on the traditional Persian triple empires Achaemenids, Arsacids/Parthians, and Sasanians (550 BCE-330 CE) - the
author explores the much larger expanse of tribes and traditions that
culminated in the formation of these great empires of antiquity. The
result is a survey that fully reveals ancient Iran to student and nonspecialist alike.
Conversion to Islam in the Balkans - Anton Minkov 2004-01-01
By examining available demographic data and petitions submitted by
non-Muslims for accepting Islam, this volume convincingly reconstructs
the stages of the Islamization process in the Balkans and offers an
insight to the motives and factors behind conversion.
Bridge of Words - Esther Schor 2016-10-04
"A history of Esperanto, the utopian "universal language" invented in
1887"-English as a Lingua Franca: Attitude and Identity - Jennifer Jenkins
2007-07-26
From the perspective of the speakers themselves, this is the first book to
explore attitudes towards ELF in general and ELF accents in particular,
their effects on ELF speakers' identities, and ways in which the problems
can be addressed in teacher education, English language testing, and
ELTmaterials.

Islamicate Occult Sciences in Theory and Practice - 2020-11-16
Islamicate Occult Sciences in Theory and Practice presents the latest
research on Islamic occult sciences from a variety of disciplinary
perspectives, namely intellectual history, manuscript studies and
material culture.
The Transmission of Affect - Teresa Brennan 2014-02-15
The idea that one can soak up someone else's depression or anxiety or
sense the tension in a room is familiar. Indeed, phrases that capture this
notion abound in the popular vernacular: "negative energy," "dumping,"
"you could cut the tension with a knife." The Transmission of Affect deals
with the belief that the emotions and energies of one person or group
can be absorbed by or can enter directly into another. The ability to
borrow or share states of mind, once historically and culturally assumed,
is now pathologized, as Teresa Brennan shows in relation to affective
transfer in psychiatric clinics and the prevalence of psychogenic illness
in contemporary life. To neglect the mechanism by which affect is
transmitted, the author claims, has serious consequences for science and
medical research. Brennan's theory of affect is based on constant
communication between individuals and their physical and social
environments. Her important book details the relationships among affect,
energy, and "new maladies of the soul," including attention deficit
disorder, chronic fatigue syndrome, codependency, and fibromyalgia.
An Introduction to Islam - Gerhard Endress 1994
-- "Journal of the American Oriental Society (of the 1st ed.)"
Introduction to Interlinguistics - Federico Gobbo 2020-01-25
Script from the year 2020 in the subject Speech Science / Linguistics,
grade: 1.0, University of Amsterdam (ACLC), course: Introduction to
Interlinguistics (105218036Y), language: English, abstract: This book is
the result of the Lecture Notes produced for the class "Introduction to
Interlinguistics" held at the University of Amsterdam during my first
mandate as Special Chair holder there (2014-2019). This means that the
intended readers are my students, who may come from the Humanities,
such as English Studies or Philosophy, as well as from more formally
oriented curricula, such as Logic or Artificial Intelligence. The structure
of the volume follows the structure of the class: there are seven chapters
that correspond to the seven weeks of contact hours. Thus, the
expression "in this chapter" is equivalent to "in this week". The first three
chapters form Part I, which gives the theoretical basis, while the second
three chapters of Part II apply the theory to major case studies in
Interlinguistics. Please note that there is more material than I succeed to
cover in the classroom - I am very ambitious - and that I explain in class
the content of this book. This means that some sections may be skipped,
depending on the specific class. For details, please pay attention to the
official communication sent to class members.In studying this book you
will acquire the conceptual toolbox of the working interlinguist.
Technical terms and important names are indicated in bold and referred
to the index by the end of the book, to facilitate students. Readers who
do not belong to my students' cohorts may also appreciate, as - to the
best of my knowledge - there is no such book published in English yet.
Comparable published works in other languages are: first, the book by
Barandovska [1995], written for advanced Esperanto speakers enrolled
the programme in Interlinguistics Studies at the Adam Mickiewicz
University in Poznan ́; second, my short textbook in Italian [Gobbo,
2009],
Studies on Vietnamese Language and Literature - Nguyen Dinh Tham
2018-05-31
This work contains over 2,500 entries to guide students and scholars
interested in the languages and literature of Vietnam. The books,
monographs, and journal articles considered are those written in the
Western languages (especially French and English). Meticulously
researched and indexed, this bibliography is both the first of its kind and
an invaluable reference tool.
The Hidden Origins of Islam - Karl-Heinz Ohlig 2010
Based on the premise that reliable history can only be written on the
basis of sources that are contemporary with the events described, the
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